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'ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Welcome to 11Arts and Afri1;R". This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey with 
a programme of poi?t:ry, hist:r·,rv and music. The music's frr:im SiPrra 
Leone - a s on~. with thR s i nger ~c~o~nanied by two traditional Fula 
guitars. 

MUSIC EXTRACT 

SIERRA LEONE MUSIC 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

And by-'the-way, that rlr'ming noise in the backa;r0 un<i was 
nrovided by th~ humming o~ the guitarists. The Euronean p;uit:;:i.r has 
become immPnsely popular in lar~e areas of West Afri~a but the more 
nercussion-ltke Fula guitar anti-dates it by htJndreds. pPrhaps even 
thousands, o f yP.ars. On the well-preserved wall oaintinRs o-r anicient 
Egypt, way over on the other side of the continent there arP paintings 
that clearly show almos t identical in~truments. You can even see 
how they were strung in precisely the same way as they arP. tr)day by 
Fula guitar players in Sierra Leone and neighbourtng countri~s. 

Now the continuity of African histroy is being revealed more and 
m~re by co~temnorary Afri~an historians and the coming together of 
their rP.searches and writings in the monumental UNE~CO Hi story ~f 
Africa is an important event of the 1980's - not only important for 
histori.ans but for everyone interested in Africa's heritage. The 
introductory volume and one covering African pre-history were published 
,just about two years ago. Now we' re eagerly waiting for the next 
two. Certainly Volume Four should be out some time in 198~. We 
asked Mick Delao to find out the progress of Volume Four and its 
successors when he was in Paris recently, visiting the UNESCO 
headquarters. Professor Israel Katoke of Tanzania wh0 taught History 
at the University of Dar-es-Salaam until he became a Programme 
Specialist in the Department of Cultural Affairs in UNESCO put Mick 
Delap ih the picture: 
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ISRAEL K.ATOKE 

Most of the manuscripts are r eadyc.- We .have the problem:-.; , of course , 
of editing·and so on, putting the final touches and that's not an easy 
job 0 But if all goes well , Volume VII which deals with Africa under 
foreign rule from 1880 to 1935 or so, we hope it will be out in ' 8 4 
and Volume VI in 98 4 . 

MICK DELAP 

That's the 19th century.oo co~ o~o 

ISRAEL KATOKE 

• oo .ool9th century, that's righto And then Volume V which deals 
with Africa from the 16th century to the l Bth century wi.11 b 8 out in ' 85 
and the final volume we hope will also be out in 1985 or l<JHn . 

MICK DELAP 

Let us t.~~ke Volume VII, which you say is coming relatively soon , 
this is Africa under foreign domination, 1880 to 19350 Now this is an 
area of considerable controversy, it' s also an area where th ere's been 
a lot of new work done looking at things not from a Europe~n end but from 
an African endo How do you take all t he different currents of historica~ 
research , of political viewpoints into consideration in ri work like this·? 

ISRAEL KATOKE 

Basically the idea was that this his tory should be written by 
Africans if they are available, to project the African poin t of view as 
they view their own history. But at the same time we understand that 
lmowledge is universal and that Africans are not necessarily the only 
ones qualified to write on African history with an African perspective, . 
so the approach is international. Aga in, the complexities of interpretatior 
of historical events, this brings in the ideological approacho It's not 
dogmatic, itis simply posing the problems and some solutions and we are 
not saying that that is "The" history, that 9s why its called "A General 
History of Africa11 o In other words, other histories will be written, ~his 
is just a pioneer work t o whet the appetite of scholars and leaders in 
the academic l ife who are interested in writing African history a s it is 
seen by modern scholars with an African slant, if you will. 

MICK DELAP 

Going back to that volume though, Volume VII, "Africa under Foreign 
Domination"_ the story of coloni alismc What sort of guidelines are laid 
down by the General Boardo Is there any possibility t hat a dr a f t may 
come up which contains views which are not acceptable to UNESCO? 

ISRAEL KATOKE 

That 9s t rue, yesp not to UNESCO but to the members of the committeeo 
They may think that this is not to the point, this is riot our approach , 
There have been a f ew chapters which have been rejectedo 
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MICK DELAP 

One of the important points would seem to be that thi::-, offers a 
chance to African scholars who are leaders in their field, It does off~r 
a chance for the voice of African historians to be heard., 

ISRAEL KATOKE 

Yeso Basically we would like to use African scholars but where 
they are not available we turn to other scholars from outside Africa 
because they are quite conversant with the area that we want to write ono 
I mean we are not confining it just to Africans. We are not trying to be 
parochial, no, we just opened the doors wide so that each competent 
scholar can contribute to the worko 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Professor Israel Katoke talking to Mick Delap in Paris~ It's just 
over a year ago that in "Arts and Africa" we announced the names of the 
prize-winners of our African Poetry Competition. The lis t was long anc;i· 
every winner or runner-up also received a letter of congratulations saying 
that if they were ever in our part of the world we hoped they would look 
us up. One poet whovs been able to do this is Dominic Ofori who comes 
from Sierra Leoneo Dominic is at present studying Third World Developmunt 
at a college in the West of England and as we'll be hearing this has a 
bearing on his poetryo But when he joined us in the Arts and Africa 
studio I began our conversation by asking whether he 1 d enjoyed taking 
part in the competition. His answer wasn 1 t entirely what I 1d expecledo 

DOMINIC OFORI 

You see, as regards the competition itself, I was not too 
particularly keen because poetry is not a prize winning aff air~ It is 
something above thato 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Were you satisfied with the results? 

DOMINIC OFORI 

Well not exactlyo I was not satisfied with the r esult because 
the major winners - their poems were not exciting and challenging compared 
to mineo So I was a bit disappointed with the resulto Comparing my 
poems to them I believe my poems were bettero 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

What kind of poetry did you send in? 

DOMINIC OFORI 

Well I sent about five poems and these poems covered mainly the 
area in which I am interested, 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Which area is that? 

OOMINIC OFORI 

Well mainly my po"ems are an enquiry into poverty, into the misery 
and struggles of the peasants, the toilers , the exploited people, and I 
share their joys, their sorrows. I sing with them and I dreHm with themo 
I will just go through one of my poems which explores this areao This 
is called. 11 I am your Yeliba ". 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

What is a Yeliba? 

DOMIN°IC OFORI 

A Yeliba is a local minstrelo 

EXTRACT FROM 111 AM YOUR YELIBA 1' 4 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well, it sounds very nice when read, but I noticed there that you 
use a lot of imagery, piling image upon image. Does that not tend to 
obscure the simple message you are putting through? 

DOMINIC OFORI 

No, I think the message comes out clearly and well , and the point 
of piling up imageries - I donet think the imageries are piled up. You 
see, I am trying to get a spontaneous response from readers of my poems~. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well I noticed also that you are asking questions but you provide 
no answers. What are the answers you can give or the solution you can 
find to the problems of these people? 

DOMINIC OFORI 

Well, the questions are more or less rhetoric. But now as regard 
solution, for sure the solutions cannot come immedia tely but I believe 
that someone should identify himself with the problems of these people. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Is there any other poem where you take a different approach to the 
subject? 

OOMINIC OFORI 

I think, to answer that, I will read briefly from another poem. 
This is entitled "My Kinsman will Sing" 0 Actually this poem is dedicated 
to the people in Sowetoo 

EXTRACT FROM: "MY KINSMAN WILL SINGt10 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Yes, I can see from the few lines you read that you are stating 
facts rather than asking questionso 

DOMINIC OFORI 

· Yeso 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

•••••• That it is a different appr oach and I a lso noticed that the 
subject matter here is the suffering people, rather than suffering in 
another sense. 

DOMINIC OFORI 

This is within a political contexto 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Yes, yes. I also noticed that you are using free ver:._;e throughou"-t~ 
Do you find rhyme a hindrance in anyway? Are you opposed to the use of -· 
rhyme? 

DOMINIC OFORI 

I am not opposed to the use of rhyme, but it entirely depends on 
how you define rhyme. You see, I am more or less interested in the 
rhythm here and this may come by the use of imagery, this may c ome by 
the play of words and so on. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

It can also depend on the s ort of subject you ar e writing on? 

DOMINIC OFORI 

form. 
Yes, exactly, exactly. But my poetry actually is done in a loose ·· 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Do you write on any other subjects? Do you write about personal 
matters ? Do you write love poetry, do you write about the beauty of 
nature, things like that? 

DOMINIC OFORI 

Well, in my formative years I got onto such subject matters , love 
poems, personal poems and so ono But now I believe that through the 
passage of time I am mature and now I believe a poet should be committed 
to an issue, and this committment should reflect, more or l es s, his _ · 
background, his environmento Right now it is the question of identifying 
oneself with these people, you see, and then sharing their pains, their 
s orr ows and so ono 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

They are not capable of reading what you have written. 

DOMINIC OFORI 

Quite true, because, this is the problem, because so many of these 
people are illiterate and they cannot actually read these poems but, 
more or less, as I said, with the passage of time, I mean with the right 
exposure of these poems, I believe the people will get to know that 
somebody is singing on their sideo 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Dominic Ofori. And we stay in Sierra Leone for our closing mu.sic .. o 

Recorded inland, at Bo, the song admits that life i sn't easy for ordinary 
peopleo This time, you'll notice we are hearing the European guitar. 
And now let me finish by hoping you'll join me next week at the same 
time for more of the Arts of Africa. Until then from me, Alex Tetteh
Lartey, it's goodbyeo 


